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a b s t r a c t

TreeSim is an open-source, user-extendable framework that offers new opportunities for users to
model, simulate, visualize, and animate the dynamics of forest. It provides a general environment
for modellers to implement and evaluate forest growth models. In this paper, we introduce the
object-oriented architecture for our proposed simulator and examine its performance to model and
simulate forest growth, management, and dynamics. The simulator uses various models to predict
the dynamics and attributes of forest (e.g., regeneration, increment, mortality, biodiversity, biomass,
carbon, dead wood). Finally, TreeSim can be integrated into a simulation–optimization framework for
decision-making support.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Motivation and significance

Forest ecosystems are dynamic entities with attributes and
haracteristics that greatly vary in time and space. The main
omponent in these ecosystems, trees, may be subject to man-
gement, with the most common pivotal aim being wood supply.
his management alongside natural disturbances lead to changes
n the ecosystems’ characteristics, that in turn shift not only the
uality and quantity of supplied wood, but many other ecosystem
ervices crucial for human wellbeing [1]. The dynamics of tree

Abbreviations: FGS, Forest Growth Simulator; ITS, Individual Tree
Simulator; VTK, Visualization toolkit; DBH, Diameter at Breast Height; FMA,
Forest Management Alternative
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regeneration, growth, and mortality together with management
is complex and understanding of how forests may develop in
the future requires simulation models. Forest growth simulators
(FGSs) have been widely implemented to provide support for
sustainable forest management decision-making [2,3], in addi-
tion to global warming mitigation [4] and assess the impacts
of forest policies [5]. In addition to the fundamental dynamics
like growth and species interactions, mortality, and regenera-
tion, FGSs may encompass attributes like harvest of wood and
non-wood products, deadwood decomposition, carbon dynamics,
biomass, water balance, and conservation of biodiversity resulting
from management practices and/or disturbances. In its simplest
form, a FGS consists of a set of models, like functions for ingrowth,
diameter and height growth and mortality that are implemented
and integrated into a computer program/tool.
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FGSs may be divided into stand-level and individual-tree sim-
lators (ITSs). While stand-level simulators have been widely ap-
lied and are fast [6], they are limited by the fact that they project
he mean tree in the management unit (stand) and thus ig-
ore intra-stand variation in age and size. While this assumption
ay hold for monoculture stands managed mainly for timber,

ree variation and coarse woody debris is crucial for non-wood
cosystem services like biodiversity [7]. Current regulations dic-
ate measures to increase stand complexity, like retention trees to
upport biodiversity [8]. For instance in Norway, more than 40%
f the productive forest area is natural forests that have not been
lear-cut [9] and thus entail considerably within-stand variation
alling for ITSs to make more accurate projections.
There exist already a handful of ITS, including FVS [10], SILVA

11], Capsis [12], TREEGROSS [13], SPATE-HPC [14], SExI-FS [15],
eureka [16,17] and SiTree [18]. Although growth and yield
rojections are the core of all these platforms and tools, they
ary in structure and simulation capabilities of the forest dynam-
cs (empirical, process-based, distance-independent tree level,
istance-dependent tree level, whole-stand, etc.). For example,
ndividual tree growth and yield may be projected through an
mputation/copula-based approach [19] and by a distance-
ependent individual-based model [11]. In addition, some of
he FGSs benefit from visualization techniques to depict the
imulated results [10,15].
In order to achieve faster simulations than interpreted lan-

uages, ITSs are mostly developed using compiled languages such
s C, C++, Fortran or Java (the latter does both compilation and in-
erpretation) or using a combination of these languages. However,
hey require extra memory and time to run the executable file.
ecently the cross-platform, open-source framework SiTree [16]
as been developed using R programming, with the advantage
hat R is widely used by forestry scientists. From our point of
iew, R as a domain-specific language is not robust and appli-
able in large-scale simulation and 3D visualization. Despite the
umber of existing FGSs most are not readily transferable across
ountries as growth models and national forest inventory data
ypically are country specific. In addition, most FGSs are not open
ource.
To address these shortcomings, we propose a new FGS,

reeSim, written in Python using interpreted high-level pro-
ramming language. Python [20] is known as general-purpose
anguage widely applied in multiple fields including forestry by
on-programmers and researchers. The simulator can be used for
maller forest areas (like property or municipalities) or likewise
or larger areas (like regions or countries), with the needed initial
orest inventory data.

TreeSim, a pure Python ITS, uses an object-oriented design
here for each plot and tree an instance of a generic class of
lot and tree respectively were defined. By applying models, we
imulate plot and tree objects to mimic the dynamics of forest
nd obtain a coherent dynamic representation of the complex
atural environment. Unlike most other ITSs, which focus on
imulating the growth, mortality, regeneration, and management,
reeSim simulates all the following characteristics: the growth
n height and diameter at breast height (DBH), wood volumes of
rowing stock (live trees), deadwood and harvest, all by species,
n addition to above and below-ground carbon storage in living
ree biomass, deadwood carbon, soil carbon and biodiversity.
ot at least, it simulates a range of the most common forest
anagement methods currently used in Norway. Another im-
ortant capability is the visualization of the simulated results
nd implementation of the state-of-the-art 3D computer graphic
lgorithms using the visualization toolkit (VTK) [21], an open
ource and powerful graphics library with extensive sophisticated

While the code is original, some ideas are taken from the [22].
TreeSim uses the programming paradigm to generate plot-level
tables and implement management.

This paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
components of the framework and their implementation details
and in Section 3 we provide some code illustrating the framework
with examples.

2. Software description

The proposed simulator is an object-oriented simulator and
entirely written in Python. To make the codes function-oriented,
the simulator is decomposed into a set of interacting Python
modules. The datasets required to run a simulation in TreeSim
are tree-level data, plot-level data, and meteorological data. To
convert the datasets into meaningful state and store the variables
in tree and plot objects, the simulator processes and manipulates
the data in simulation steps. The simulator is designed in modular
and object-oriented form which makes it user-centric and easily
extensible. TreeSim performs the simulations based on a set of
site indices specified in Main and simulation modules by users.
This enables users to apply either serial or parallel computing
within a simulation. Using parallel computing requires to split
the simulator to independent problems which can maximize the
CPU utilization and reduce the simulation time. Fig. 1 depicts the
operation of the simulator when serial and parallel computing
applied in TreeSim.

Here we provide information on TreeSim’s characteristics, the
architecture of the simulator, and briefly discuss its functionali-
ties.

2.1. Software architecture

TreeSim comprises six core modules (Main, simulation,
Tree_Models, Plot_Models, yasso, and titles_tree) and three visu-
alization modules (animation, graph_animator, timer_animator).
UML class diagram of TreeSim v0.1.0 is shown in Fig. 2.

2.1.1. TreeSim core modules
The core modules of TreeSim are the following:

• Main: this module contains site index setting, scenario set-
ting, and initialization of tree and plot objects.

• simulation: this module contains five classes: Class Data that
reads and stores the inventory data in two classes; tree
class for storing tree-level data into the individual objects
called trees, and plot class for storing plot-level data into the
individual objects named plots. Management_prescription
class is used to specify forest management prescriptions
and simulator class is implemented to simulate stand tables
based on individual-tree growth models.

• Tree_models: it contains all the models required for pro-
jections (diameter increment, height increment, mortality,
regeneration, management alternatives, biodiversity, carbon
and biomass, dead wood, etc.). This module does all the
heavy computations.

• Plot_models: this module initializes and computes plot-level
variables (growing stock, soil carbon, basal area, etc.)

• yasso: implementation of the soil carbon model yasso [23]
• titles_tree: it provides a format for the tree-level output file
• animation, graph_animator, and timer_animator: process of
isualization algorithms. creating visualization of data using VTK library (see Fig. 3)

2
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s

Fig. 1. Serial processing: All modules are executed for each site index in a sequence. Parallel processing: All modules are executed for multiple site indices
imultaneously.

Fig. 2. UML class diagram of TreeSim components and their associations. Each block represents a class which is a code template for creating objects, and headings
(except Output and Animation module) representing the class name.
3
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Fig. 3. 3D graphic tree plotting. The trees with red crown and red tree ID represent either removed trees or standing dead trees. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. The visualization pipeline architecture.

.1.2. Brief description of VTK
VTK is a widely used open-source, cross-platform C++ library,

nd freely available software for visualization of different kinds
f data [21,24,25]. VTK has an object-oriented design with sev-
ral interpreted language wrappers including Python. However,
nternally VTK is entirely written in C++.

VTK is based on a visualization pipeline that transforms ge-
metric data obtained from a source (either generating data or
eading from a file) into an image rendered on the screen (graph-
cal data). The VTK pipeline architecture can be seen in Fig. 4

which is divided into two main phases, the visualization process-
ing, and graphics processing. The main components of the VTK
pipeline are:

• Source/Reader: it provides data input from files or generates
data.

• Filter(s): the data from source can be modified (e.g., reduc-
tion, merging, interpolation, etc.)

• Mapper: the data are mapped onto objects that can be
rendered by VTK. This step is a transition layer from data
processing to rendering segment.
4
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• Actors: it represents an object (geometry plus display prop-
erties) within the scene. In this step, programmers can ad-
just the visible properties (opacity, colour mapping, shading,
etc.)

• Renderers & Windows: geometric data are transferred to
image data

• Interactors: it allows users to rotate/zoom/pan the camera,
select and manipulate actors, etc.

.2. Software functionalities

As outlined above, TreeSim provides an object-oriented frame-
ork for simulating the dynamics of forest. In the following,
he core TreeSim modules accompanied with code examples are
escribed in detail.

.2.1. Module: Main
This module provides a functionality to simulate plots and

nables users to generate multiple scenarios. To perform these
asks and simulate each plot and each scenario, importlib.reload
eloads the previously imported modules (simulation,
ree_Models, and Plot_Models).

Example code for reloading the previously imported modules

Simulating plots with no recorded tree (if tree-level data are
navailable) in forest inventory data was handled in both Main
nd simulation modules. If there are no trees in a plot at period
(the initial state), the simulator will automatically regenerate
ne tree in the plot at period 0 to start the simulation and thus
ssure the functionality of the growth models.

.2.2. Module: simulation
simulation module prepares data objects by loading the data

nput from files located in input folder and storing them in tree
nd plot objects. The module constructs some new variables for
he initial state of trees and plots using methods such as utmTo-
atLong(), tree_biomass(), etc. This module enables detection of
nsufficient input data and generates tree level data if the plot
as no initial state of trees.
The implementation of object of class Simulator which is the

eart of the simulation starts with a loop for each plot and then
or each scenario.

Example code to run a simulation

TreeSim also enables users to simulate multiple management
e.g., planting, thinning, fertilization, clear cut, seed tree cut) at
ifferent phases of the development of a plot or a group of trees
efined as forest management alternatives (FMAs). By default, no
anagement is always an option.
Within any given FMA, a number of criteria have been imple-

ented in both simulation and Tree_models modules.

2.2.3. Module: Tree_models
All individual-based models such as increment etc. and FMAs

are implemented in Tree_models module. This module relies on
dictionary object using class method to store and update the val-
ues in a structured (key:value) pairs for each period. Tree_models
module is flexibly extendable and allows advanced users to add
functionality and adapt the framework to their specific needs.

2.2.4. Module: Plot_models
Plot_models module develops plot table projections which

include growing stocks by species group (by default six groups),
per hectare basal area, number of trees, above and below ground
biomass, soil organic carbon, deadwood, carbon stock, and bio-
diversity indicators. We projected plot-level impacts of FMA on
biodiversity by assigning a score between 0 and 100 for each of
the five indicators species richness, Shannon index, deadwood
volume, large deciduous trees volume and the number of large
trees per hectare. Next, we calculated the arithmetic mean of
these five scores to obtain the biodiversity level for each plot.

2.2.5. Module: yasso
The decomposition and dynamics of soil carbon of TreeSim is

based on Yasso soil model and implemented in yasso module to
project the amount of soil organic carbon over time [23].

2.2.6. Modules: animation, graph_animator, and timer_animator
To visualize the simulated output in 3D, the open-source li-

brary VTK was used in the following six steps. (1) Converting
the simulated tree data to JSON file and importing into tree
objects. (2) Feeding the data through filters (e.g., geometry filter,
transform filter, and Transform Poly Data filter). (3) Mapping
data onto objects for rendering. (4) Packing data into Cone and
Cylinder actors. (5) The actors were added to renderers and the
renderers were added to a render window. (6) Interactors were
introduced and connected to the render window.

3. Illustrative examples

We created an input data consists of 14 sample plots having
site index H40 = 11 and H40 = 20, representing the most
common productivity level in Norwegian forests (11) and high-
productive sites (20). We used this dataset to demonstrate the
capabilities and components of TreeSim. To speed up the perfor-
mance time, we used parallel processing which simultaneously
break up and run the simulation tasks. By parallelizing the sim-
ulation tasks, the execution time for this case study was notably
reduced. The total computational times of the proposed simulator
using serial and parallel processing on two different computer
systems are illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1
Comparison of computational times for two different methods and computer
systems.
Computer information Computational times

Serial processing Parallel processing

MacBook Pro, Intel Core i5 CPU
at 2.9 GHz, RAM 8 GB, 64-bit
Windows 10 (OS)

32–33 min 21–22 min

MacBook Pro, M1 Max 10-core
CPU, RAM 64 GB, Mac OS

16–17 min 10–11 min

The results of 5 sample plots (out of 14) were plotted. Fig. 5a
displays the key results with no management for 200 years (40
periods) including mean height of the dominant trees in a plot
(m), number of trees per hectare (stems/ha), total plot basal area
(m2/ha), total growing stock (m3/ha), total living trees carbon
5
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t C/ha), total dead wood carbon (t C/ha), soil organic carbon (t
/ha), and biodiversity level (index). In addition, development
f one sample plot with management was projected (Fig. 5b,
able 2).

4. Impact

TreeSim was developed with the aim to be an efficient and
flexible FGS readily available for non-programmers to be used as

Fig. 5a. Plot-level simulation results for five sample plots.

Fig. 5b. Simulation results for sample plot ID A94962 under different management scenarios (see TreeSim tool documentation for scenario definitions).
6
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Table 2
Definition of management scenarios in Fig. 5b.
Scenario Minimum final

harvest age
Harvest
method

Natural regeneration
species/density

Thin

21 80 Seed-tree cut Pine/1800 No
22 100 Seed-tree cut Pine/1800 No
23 120 Seed-tree cut Pine/1800 No
41 80 Seed-tree cut Pine/1200 No
42 100 Seed-tree cut Pine/1200 No
43 120 Seed-tree cut Pine/1200 No
131 – None -/0 No

a stand-alone or in combination with other model/optimization
frameworks. The following major impacts are expected:

• This powerful open-source tool can be easily extended or
modified; TreeSim provides a framework for modelling of
forest dynamics, and advance visualization features which
may be used by academia, companies, policy makers, or
whoever benefits from TreeSim’s open-source availability,
flexibility, and robustness. This saves the time required for
coding and data manipulation.

• Since the modelling of natural environment like forest is
very complex, visualization can provide a better under-
standing of this complex process.

• TreeSim includes well-documented models that drive forest
dynamics which can be replaced with other models.

• TreeSim takes advantage of the most efficient techniques
like parallel computing, to run the simulations in acceptable
time.

• TreeSim has an object-oriented structure consisting of mul-
tiple Python modules which allow for easier debugging and
reuse of codes through inheritance.

• Our proposed simulator is completely flexible on the size
and the number of plots.

• A major advantage of TreeSim is the outputs that include
a variety of economic and ecological indicators and stand
structure. TreeSim output can readily serve as input in an
optimization model to find the optimal management given
prices of wood and other considerations [26,27]. Further-
more, it can be used in a forest sector model of forestry
and wood industries to analyse interactions between wood
markets, policies, and forest management [28,29].

5. Conclusions

This paper has described TreeSim, a new FGS that effectively
rovides support to research about the complexity of forest
cosystem services and to decision-making in sustainable forest
anagement. The overall aim behind the TreeSim development
as to obtain an efficient and flexible FGS by code and models
ptimization; that is open-source and is readily available for
nyone to use and further develop. The simulator is based on an
bject-oriented structure and provides a framework to modellers
or implementing and evaluating their models; it also visualizes
nd animates forest dynamics. Our simulator has undergone
xtensive testing and validation during the development process
nd has been applied for case studies.
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